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ABSTRACT

Although mixed methods research proves significant in understanding complex social phenomenon, inadequate research has explored its utility in heat exposure studies. The convergent mixed methods analysis comprising 320 surveys and two focus group interviews were used to evaluate the social impacts of occupational heat stress on Ghanaian mineworkers to enlighten policy choices for the purpose of complementarity. The study contributes to mixed methods study by affirming the practical use of between-method triangulation and complementarity. The merged quantitative and qualitative results also showed adequate corroboration and complementarity between both data, to illustrate the social impacts of work-related heat stress on mining workers as heat-related comorbidity, productive capacity loss, anxiety, slow pace of work, and inadequate social well-being. The mixed methods results would inform policy options on the health and safety of work settings, managing occupational heat stress, and adaptation guidelines in the mining industry.

1. Introduction

Globally, mixed methods research (MMR) have progressively become the third popular research methodological paradigm among researchers (Creswell, 2015; Greene, 2006; Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004; Mertens, 2003; Tashakkori et al., 1998; Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2012). Unlike a quantitative or qualitative research strategy, MMR involves the process of gathering, assessing and mixing both qualitative and quantitative strategies, information and findings to enlighten inferences drawn from one or more studies to comprehensively understand a research phenomenon (Creswell, 2015; Creswell and Plano Clark, 2017; Plano Clark and Ivankova, 2016; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2010, 2011). The basis of contemporary MMR emerged in the early 1950s with the introduction of the idea of triangulation and multiple operationalism in social science research (Boring, 1953; Campbell and Fiske, 1959). However, MMR formally began in the late 1980s and developed throughout the second half of the 20th Century (Denzin, 1978; Greene et al., 1989; Sieber, 1973; Webb et al., 1999). The rationale for MMR is to adopt varied research philosophies, designs and sampling procedures, sources of data, approaches to data collection and analysis, integrate and discuss the results, and draw conclusions to offset the inadequacies of one research strategy (Creswell, 2015; Hesse-Biber, 2010).
adopted qualitative strategies, while 7% used mixed methods (Ngulube, 2010). Similarly, in content analysis, only 7% out of 322 articles published from 2003-2011 were identified to have MMR philosophies and designs within the South African Journal of Economics and Management Sciences (Ngulube and Ngulube, 2015). Furthermore, in a systematic analysis of 25 peer-reviewed studies based on the social impacts of work-related heat stress and workers’ adaptation policies from 2007-2017, 76% were quantitative studies, 12% were qualitative studies, and 12% used mixed methods strategies (Nunfam et al., 2018). The inadequate proportions of articles associated with the use of MMR in Africa and studies related to social implications of work-related heat stress and adaptation approaches of workers may be due to integration and interpretation challenges of qualitative and quantitative data and findings related to research philosophical and design incompatibility thesis (Bryman, 2006; Denzin, 2008; Teye, 2012; Yanchar and Williams, 2006). Except for few recent articles on work-related heat stress published in content-specific journals illustrating the application of mixed methods (Dutta et al., 2015; Nunfam et al., 2019b; Nunfam et al., 2019c; Venugopal et al., 2016a, b) no empirical MMR related to occupation heat stress impacts on health and productivity as well as social well-being of workers have been published in mixed methods-specific journals. Given the methodological significance of MMR and the need to contribute to the extant growing literature on mixed methods and its utility, this empirical MMR paper seeks to apply the convergent mixed methods to assess the social impacts of work-related heat stress on miners in Ghana to inform policy decisions with the intent of complementarity.

Work-related heat stress connotes heat stress condition induced by strenuous bodily work, increasing temperature and change in climate conditions or which is getting worsened because of exhaustive physical work, intensifying temperature and global climate change (Kjellstrom et al., 2016a). Work-related heat stress is induced by high workplace humidity and temperature conditions which hinder the body’s normal thermoregulation response and leads to increases in core body temperature. When workers are under extreme heat exposure conditions, their body exceeds tolerable heat range (35–37 °C) and then loses its temperature regulatory capacity of sweating leading to a life-threatening condition (Crimmins et al., 2017; Parsons, 2014). Social impacts connote the physical or perceived consequence of a phenomenon on the culture, lives, cohesion, political arrangement, environment, health, fears and rights of people (Vanclay, 2003; Vanclay et al., 2015). Hence, social impacts of work-related heat stress comprise the safety, behavioral, health, mental, and societal well-being consequences due to heat stress on workers characterized by heat-related illness and injuries, mental and behavior concerns, and poor social well-being. Globally, indoor and outdoor workers in occupational settings (e.g., manufacturing, oil and gas, agricultural, mining, firefighting, military and construction) suffer higher risk and impact of excessive heat exposure. Work-related heat stress hazards and effects on employed populations susceptible to being exposed to heat conditions include, but are not limited to, physical safety and health concerns, socioeconomic effects, productivity and mental repercussions (Kjellstrom et al., 2016a; Nunfam et al., 2018; Venugopal et al., 2016a, b; Xiang et al., 2016). Significantly, the impacts of hazards associated with heat exposed workers in hot countries of tropical regions of the world characterized by low-and middle-income are much worse on account of intensifying global climate warming, inadequate resources, poor access to cooling systems, and the need to keep up with productivity and economic growth.

During the last decade, research efforts in extant literature related to heat exposure studies in Africa, which have used either quantitative or qualitative methods, or both, to evaluate work-related heat stress have progressed (e.g., Frimpong et al., 2020; Frimpong et al., 2017; Ngwena et al., 2018; Nunfam et al., 2020; Nunfam et al., 2021). However, except for studies (e.g., Miller, 2014; Nunfam et al., 2018; Venugopal et al., 2016a, b), not much interests have centered on studies linked to social impacts of work-related heat stress on various cohort of workers. Also, no mixed methods empirical studies are conducted on social impacts of work-related heat stress on workers in the context of the African region, especially among Ghanaian miners. Therefore, it is imperative to satisfy this need in literature by employing the convergent mixed methods paradigm to assess the social impacts of occupational heat stress on Ghanaian miners with the prospects of stimulating more interest in workplace heat exposure studies in Africa. This will also support and widen the scope of using varied research approaches to measure workers’ perceptions of occupational heat stress impacts on their healthiness, productivity, and psychosocial well-being. Considering the inadequate use of mixed methods approach to assess the social impacts of occupational heat stress on workers, the question which remains unanswered is, what is the extent of social impacts of occupational heat stress on small- and large-scale Ghanaian mining workers? Thus, the justification and relevance of this research is its potential to provide comprehensive understanding on the social impacts of occupation heat stress on mining workers which could have practical implications for heat exposure studies, occupational heat stress appraisal programs, and occupational health and safety assessment to enlighten policy options.

2. Theoretical perspective for MMR

Conceptual and theoretical philosophies that undergird the rationale of MMR include triangulation, complementarity, initiation, development and expansion (Bryman, 2006; Hesse-Biber, 2010). The concept of triangulation (within-method or between-methods) involves the combination of multiple data, theories, methodologies and researchers to study similar phenomenon for convergence and corroboration of results based on varied methods (quantitative and qualitative approach) (Denzin, 1978; Greene et al., 1989). Complementarity comprises multiple approaches used to measure the overlapping and varied aspects of a research problem and to complement the inadequacies inherent in the findings of a single method study, and thus, clarify, elaborate, boost and illustrate a holistic understanding of the research phenomenon (Greene et al., 1989; Hesse-Biber, 2010). Initiation is the process of starting a new study based on contradictory findings of a previous study, which requires further clarification. The purpose of initiation is to discover contradictions, new contextual viewpoints, reframe findings or questions of one technique with findings or questions of another technique (Greene et al., 1989; Hesse-Biber, 2010). Development connotes the process by which the findings of one method is used to enlighten another method (Greene et al., 1989). Expansion involves increasing the scope of a research inquiry based on the use of varied methods for different aspects of the research problem (Greene et al., 1989; Hesse-Biber, 2010).

Between-method triangulation and complementarity served as the basis for employing a convergent mixed method in this research. Hence, this study used multiple research designs, data, and methods in complementary and corroborative way to assess the social impacts of work-related heat stress on Ghanaian mining workers and to provide answers in response to the following research objectives: (1) To understand the perceptions and experiences of the social impacts of occupational heat stress on mining workers (Qualitative objective). (2) To assess the supposition that there is no significant variation in social impacts of occupational heat stress on mining workers between the type of mining activity (Quantitative objective). The independent and yet connected nature of the specific objectives support the use of convergent parallel design which requires the combination of quantitative and qualitative strategies, analyzing and merging the findings for a thorough and richer discussion and interpretation regarding the social impacts of work-related heat stress on mining workers.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Research philosophy and design

This study was guided by the pragmatist methodological research perspectives which support mixed methods approach to a social inquiry
Pragmatism underscores an eclectic blend of both quantitative and qualitative ideas of positivism and interpretive theories to specify a broad understanding of the problem being researched (Creswell, 2013; Sarantakos, 2012). Consistent with pragmatists' research ideas, the convergent mixed methods research design involving quantitative (e.g., survey research) and qualitative (e.g., interpretive phenomenological research) strategies were employed to assess the problem being studied (Creswell, 2013; Creswell and Plano Clark, 2017). Both qualitative and quantitative research approaches were combined for the purpose of between-methods triangulation and complementarity of multiple philosophical paradigms, research designs, data gathering and analysis methods to gain a comprehensive understanding of the occupational heat stress impacts on Ghanaian mining workers (Denzin, 1978; Greene et al., 1989; Hesse-Biber, 2010). The essence of triangulation is to seek convergence and validation of results of both strategies, while complementarity is to use quantitative and qualitative methods to measure distinct but overlapping aspects of the social impacts of work-related heat stress on mining workers (Creswell, 2013; Mertens, 2015). Figure 1 illustrates the steps involved in the convergent mixed methods design of this research.

MMR designs have shown to be valuable in evaluating concerns based on change in global climate and heat stress impacts and adaptation which involve multiple interrelating systems characterized by socio-economic, health, and institutional implications for which the extent of knowledge ought to be assessed (Birchall et al., 2016; Mertens, 2015). For instance, the mixed method research design was used in studying climate change adaptation in Zimbabwe by triangulating qualitative and quantitative data for complementarity. The study also used simple random and purposive sampling in selecting respondents while survey questionnaires, interview guide, FGDs guide and observation were employed in data collection (Tanyanyiwa and Kanyepi, 2015). Similarly, the mixed methods approach involving the use of three exclusive sets of data (e.g., qualitative in-depth interviews, quantitative surveys and quantifiable documents) were employed in researching the voluntary carbon market in New Zealand. The study also used explanatory (qualitative interviews and survey findings) methods together with convergent (sets of data examined distinctly and combined for analysis) techniques in data collection and analysis (Birchall et al., 2016).

The use of qualitative approach is to offer the needed strategy to gain a detailed understanding of an in-depth context of mining workers' experiences and perceptions of the social impacts of work-related heat stress on miners. It is also to promote some degree of flexibility in data collection and analysis, avoid pre-determined assumption while focusing on meanings of important variations of participants’ perspectives of the study. However, qualitative research approach can be bias, time-consuming, expensive, and relies on small participants whose results cannot be generalized. In using the quantitative approach, the study sought to analyse and explain the differences and/or relationships among respondents’ demographic characteristics and to offer a comprehensive understanding of the mining workers' view of the social impacts of occupational heat stress. This approach is relatively objective, less costly and time-consuming, uses large samples whose results can be generalized, but is limited in providing detailed perspectives of participants. Mixed methods design tends to allow complementarity in strength and weaknesses between qualitative and quantitative strategies of research as compared to a single method strategy. Thus, the use of mixed methods in this study offered the opportunity to accentuate respondents' experiences and/or differences in social impacts of occupational heat stress on mining workers. This holistic understanding of the social impacts of work-related heat stress may not be possible with a single method (quantitative or qualitative) study.

**Figure 1.** An illustration of steps involved in the convergent mixed methods design of this study. Source: Adapted from Creswell and Plano Clark (2017).
3.2. Study setting, population, sampling procedure and sample size

This study was carried out in Ghana located in the West African sub-region. Ghana is associated with a tropical weather condition, intensifying temperature and risk of heat exposure, inadequate technological advancement and lower adaptive capacity due to barriers to heat stress adaptation strategies (Nunfam et al., 2020). The climate conditions in Ghana put outdoor workers in its mining industry, particularly in the informal and small-scale mining (SSM) as well as the large-scale mining (LSM) sectors in danger of occupational heat stress. SSM sector comprises local people with inadequate finance and technology who employ labor-exhausting techniques and simple equipment to semi-mechanized mining equipment in their mining activities while LSM sector is dominated by multinationals with adequate funding who use advanced technology and expertise in their mining operations (McQuilken and Hilson, 2016). The study involved workers of five mining locations within the

Figure 2. A map illustrating five mining sites situated in the Western Region of Ghana. Source: Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature, International Journal of Biometeorology, Barriers to occupational heat stress risk adaptation of mining workers in Ghana (Nunfam et al., 2020a).
previous Western Region (currently delineated as the Western North and Western Region) of Ghana, which is famous for the activities of SSM and LSM companies (Figure 2).

Over a million mine workers constituted the study population and comprised an estimated population of a million workers in the small-scale mining sectors (McQuilken and Hilson, 2016) and 11,628 workers from 13 mining corporations in the large-scale mining sector as of 2017 (Ghana Chamber of Mines (GCM), 2018). In cognizance of the over 1,000,000 mining workers, a sample size (384) participants was defined for the study (Krejcie and Morgan, 1970). In recruiting the participants, eight out of an estimated 177 SSM companies and five from 13 LSM companies willing and interested in the study were purposively selected. Subsequently, a sample size of 320 workers comprising 161 SSM and 159 LSM who showed interest and stated their willingness and consent to partake in the study were selected by employing the simple random sampling procedure. During the recruitment process of the survey, purposive sampling was also used to select 16 mining workers who consented and willingly participated in two focused group discussions (FGDs) consisting of eight members each for the category of SSM (FGD 1) and LSM (FGD 2) workers. Based on the eligibility criteria, participants were included in the survey, if they had basic knowledge of speaking, reading, and writing of the English Language, were an adult (above 18 years) who have working experience with licensed mining operations for not less than a year. On the other hand, participants were excluded if they were persons under the legal employable age (18 years) and employees of an unlicensed mining business as well as workers of mining companies not extracting gold. Consequently, a response rate (83.3%) based on retrieving 320 validly completed questionnaires out of the 384 questionnaires distributed to the participants was recorded.

### 3.3. Data collection

This study relied on primary data collected as part of a doctoral thesis that assessed climate change, work-related heat stress and adaptation policies of Ghanaian mining workers to illustrate convergent mixed methods inquiry. The self-administered questionnaire which was filled by the respondents themselves was employed to gather quantitative data from the minersworkers. Though self-reported data is associated with possible weaknesses of common methods bias, non-response and errors of measurement (Podsakoff et al., 2012; Tehseen et al., 2017), it often permits the usage of multiple items which provide the opportunity to directly gauge heat exposure impacts as a multi-layered latent construct (Maula and Stam, 2019). The self-reported questionnaire comprised 33 question items including Likert-scales in two sections. Section one (25 Likert-scales items) entailed measures across four constructs including work-related heat stress effects on health and safety (7 items), productivity (5 items), behaviour (5 items), and social well-being (8 items). A closed-ended 5-point Likert scale extending from Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (5) was used to rate the items. Section two included measures of participants’ demographics (e.g., age, gender, and education) (3 items) and work characteristics (e.g., working hours, workplace environment, job physicality, work around heat sources and workload) (5 items) (Nunfam, 2019). The design and content of the survey questionnaire was guided and informed by the validated instruments of High Occupational Temperature Health and Productivity Suppression (HOT-HAPS) program as well as previous empirical studies based on impacts of climate change and heat exposure on workers’ healthiness, productivity and adaptation guidelines (Kjellstrom et al., 2009a; Xiang et al., 2015). The self-reported question items centered on respondents’ demographic and work characteristics, health and safety concerns, behavioral and psychological effects, productivity issues and societal well-being concerns of occupational thermal stress on mining workers. The guided FGD consisted of open-ended question items and were centered on participants’ demographic and work characteristics, work-related heat stress effects on workers’ safety, healthiness, behavior, psychology, productivity and societal well-being. The questionnaire and guided FGD were reviewed and piloted by experts in Edith Cowan University (ECU) and approved by ECU’s Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) with Project Number 17487 on 16/08/2017. Prior to the fieldwork (October 2017 to December 2017), the revised instruments were subjected to further peer review to ensure its content was valid and concise, suitable words were used, survey bias and possible ambiguities were reduced. Additional practical remedies as reminding participants of confidentiality, privacy and anonymity of response as well as motivating participants’ to answer question items with honesty aided in decreasing common methods bias (Nunfam et al., 2021; Podsakoff et al., 2012). Pretesting of the questionnaire among eligible mining workers for the study in the Central Region other than same mining workers of the study in the Western Region of Ghana also led to further but minor variations to some items with low internal reliability (Nunfam, 2019; Nunfam et al., 2021).

### 3.4. Data analysis

IBM Statistical Product and Service Solution (SPSS) version 25 and Microsoft Excel 2016 were employed in data processing. Descriptive statistical techniques involving frequency and percent, and inferential statistical methods based on Chi-Square test were used to establish the variation in social impacts of work-related heat stress on mining workers between the type of mining activity at a significance level ($p < .05$). Also, the degree of significant difference was determined by the effect size criteria, namely, very small (0.01), small (0.20), medium (0.50), large (0.80), very large (1.20), and huge (2.0) (Cohen, 1988; Sawilowsky, 2009). The recorded and transcribed qualitative data were reviewed, validated and process with the help of NVivo version 11. The data on workers’ insights and experiences of social impacts of work-related heat stress was then thematically analyzed and synthesized into themes that emerged from the texts, quotes and excerpts of the FGDs. The themes assisted in describing and interpreting the data based on the relationships and differences arising from the social impacts of work-related heat stress on minersworkers. Based on the convergent mixed methods strategy, I integrated by merging and narratively described the quantitative (e.g., statistics) and qualitative (e.g., themes) results simultaneously to facilitate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of mining activity</th>
<th>Demographic factors</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td>No formal education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Younger (21–49yrs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM</td>
<td>144(89.4)</td>
<td>17(10.6)</td>
<td>151(93.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSM</td>
<td>115(72.3)</td>
<td>44(27.7)</td>
<td>144(90.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>259(80.9)</td>
<td>61(19.1)</td>
<td>295(92.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\chi^2(1) = 15.186, \ p < .001, \ Phi = 0.218$

$\chi^2(1) = 1.154, \ p = 0.283$

$\chi^2(1) = 9.145, \ p < .001, \ Phi = 0.169$

NB: SSM = Small scale mining; LSM = Large scale mining; n = 320; n (SSM) = 161; n (LSM) = 159.
Source: Field survey, 2017
Table 2. Variations in type of mining activity amongst workers' occupational factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of mining activity</th>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Work environment</th>
<th>Work hours</th>
<th>Work effort</th>
<th>Work around heat source</th>
<th>Occupational factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Light</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
<td>Under 10hrs/day</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>F (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM</td>
<td>84(52.2)</td>
<td>94(58.4)</td>
<td>8(5.0)</td>
<td>149(92.5)</td>
<td>8(5.0)</td>
<td>114(70.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSM</td>
<td>29(18.2)</td>
<td>117(73.6)</td>
<td>13(8.2)</td>
<td>130(81.8)</td>
<td>29(18.2)</td>
<td>87(54.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>113(35.3)</td>
<td>211(65.9)</td>
<td>21(6.6)</td>
<td>260(81.3)</td>
<td>41(12.8)</td>
<td>201(62.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

χ² = 40.329, p < .001, Phi = 0.355
χ² = 8.229, p > .05, Phi = -0.160
χ² = 27.142, p < .001, Phi = -0.291
χ² = 38.936, p < .001, V = -0.349

Source: Field survey, 2017

Results of the quantitative analysis were illustrated with descriptive and inferential statistics and supplemented with comparable data from the qualitative findings, which produced four key themes (health and safety concerns, behavioral and psychological effect, productivity issues, and social well-being concerns).

4. Results

Results of the quantitative analysis were illustrated with descriptive and inferential statistics and supplemented with comparable data from the qualitative findings, which produced four key themes (health and safety concerns, behavioral and psychological effect, productivity issues, and social well-being concerns).

4.1 Descriptive summary of respondents’ background information

The composition of gender showed that there were 80.9% males (SSM: 89.4% vs LSM: 72.3%), and 19.1% females (SSM: 10.6% vs LSM: 27.7%) and the variation in gender composition between the type of mining activity was statistically significant (p < .001) by small effect size. Also, the age categorization comprised 92.2% younger respondents (SSM: 93.8% vs LSM: 90.6%), and 7.8% older respondents (SSM: 6.2% vs LSM: 9.4%) and the disparity in age category among workers of SSM and LSM was not statistically significant. Similarly, respondents (2.8%) without formal education consisted of SSM (5.6%) and LSM (9%) workers while those with formal education composed of workers of SSM (94.4%) and LSM (100%). The disparity in education level between the type of mining activity was statistically significant (p < .001) by a very small effect size (Table 1).

Also, the work hours category showed that there were 35.3% respondents working under 10hrs/day (SSM: 52.2% vs LSM: 18.8%) and 64.7% respondents working over 10hrs/day (SSM: 47.8% vs LSM: 81.8%). The distinction in work hours between the type of mining activity was statistically significant (p < .001) by a small effect size. Also, based on the work environment category, there were 65.9% indoor workers (SSM: 58.4% vs LSM: 73.6%) and 34.1% outdoor workers (SSM: 41.6% vs LSM: 26.45). The dissimilarity in the work environment among workers of SSM and LSM was statistically significant (p < .001) by a very small effect size. In terms of work efforts, respondents (18.8%) with less work effort comprised 7.5% and 30.2% workers of SSM and LSM respectively, and the respondents (81.3%) with more work effort composed of SSM (92.5%) and LSM (69.8%) workers. The difference in work effort between the type of mining activity was statistically significant (p < .001) by a small effect size. Furthermore, respondents (87.2%) who answered in the affirmative to working close to heat sources consisted of workers of SSM (92.5%) and LSM (81.8%). However, the respondents (12.8%) who answered negatively comprised SSM (7.5%) and LSM (18.2%) workers. The discrepancy in working close to sources of heat across workers of SSM and LSM was statistically significant (p < .05) by a very small effect size. Lastly, the 6.6% participants with light workload comprised 5.0% SSM and 8.2% LSM workers, moderate workload (30.6%) included SSM (24.2%) and LSM (37.1%) workers, and heavy workload (62.8%) consisted of 70.8% SSM and 54.8% LSM workers. The variation in workload between the type of mining activity was statistically significant (p < .001) by a very small effect size (Table 2).

4.2 Health and safety concerns

Concerns related to heat stress effects on workers’ health and safety emerged from the views of mining workers contained in both the quantitative and qualitative data. The workers were conscious that workplace heat exposure constitute a significant danger to their health and safety, as shown by the quantitative data. For instance, the majority of workers (SSM and LSM) agreed that intensive physical mining labor in hot weather environments resulted in excessive sweating,
headaches and dizziness (over 98%), doing mining work in hot climate settings increased the risks of tiredness, weakness, and muscle cramps or body pains (>95%), excessive sweating as a result of hot weather conditions during intensive mining work enhanced the potential for heat rashes (over 79.2%), excessive sweating due to heat exposure increased the risk of extreme thirst (over 98%) (Table 3). However, the results showed statistically significant variation across SSM and LSM workers as to whether excessive sweating as a result of hot weather conditions during intensive mining work enhanced the potential for heat rashes (p < .001), and excessive sweating due to heat exposure increased the risk of extreme thirst (p < .001) (Table 3). In addition, most respondents supported and complemented the results of the quantitative data based on their perceptions and experiences of heat-related morbidity connected with mining work. This was confirmed by participants during the FGDs as depicted by one of the LSM workers in this extract:

I experienced illness while working in places where there is heat or more heat, and you need to do that job. You need to be as fast as you can to do that job by not risking yourself, but at the end of the work you will find yourself feeling dehydrated, you are sweating and have a little bit of headache... most of our friends also get these heat illness like sweating and collapsing too.

Similarly, the majority of workers affirmed that intensive work in hot weather conditions enhanced the risk of injuries such as heat burns from the sun or hot surfaces (>85%), fatigue, confusion and lack of concentration due to heat exposure during mining work led to heat-related injuries like skin burns, bruises and cuts (over 91%), and loss of grip and control of mining equipment due to sweaty hands resulted in heat-related injuries like skin burns, bruises and cuts (over 52%). Evidence of statistically significant disparity between SSM and LSM workers was found regarding the statements that fatigue, confusion and lack of concentration due to heat exposure during mining work led to heat-related injuries like skin burns, bruises and cuts (p < .001) and loss of grip and control of mining equipment due to sweaty hands resulted in heat-related injuries like skin burns, bruises and cuts (p < .001) (Table 3). Comparable sentiments were articulated by SSM participants involved in the FGD to illustrate their perceptions and experiences linked to heat stress effects on their health and safety. This is exemplified in the following statement by an SSM worker:

Table 3. Variations in health and safety effects of work-related heat stress on mining workers amongst the type of mining activity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Chi-square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intensive physical mining work in hot weather conditions results in excessive sweating, headaches, and dizziness</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>83.0</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing mining work in hot weather conditions increases the risks of tiredness, weakness, and muscles cramps or body pains</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>70.4</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive sweating as a result hot weather conditions during intensive mining work enhances the potential for heat rashes</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive sweating due to heat exposure increases the risk of extreme thirst</td>
<td>83.2</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive work in hot weather conditions enhance the risk of injuries such as heat burns from the sun or hot surfaces</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue, confusion and lack of concentration due to heat exposure during heavy mining work leads to heat-related injuries like skin burns, bruises and cuts</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of grip and control of mining equipment due to sweaty hands results in heat-related injuries like skin burns, bruises, and cuts</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NB: n = 320; n (SSM) = 161; n (LSM) = 159.
Source: Field survey, 2017

Table 4. Variations in behavioural and psychological effects of work-related heat stress on mining workers amongst the type of mining activity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Chi-square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tiredness, weakness and muscle cramps due to high temperature slow down the pace of mining workers</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical fatigue and excessive sweating due to heat exposure affects the attentiveness and judgement of mining workers</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoughts of risk of accidents and injuries due to heat-related exhaustion reduced alertness and sense of understanding increase the fear and anxiety of mining workers</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue, weakness and lack of concentration due to intensive mining work in hot environment increase the need for work-rest hours for mine workers</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mistakes/errors during work in hot weather conditions are due to lack of training and information on risk of heat exposure</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NB: n = 320; n (SSM) = 161; n (LSM) = 159.
Source: Field survey, 2017
Heat-related illness and injuries increase the risk of absenteeism. Heat exposure leads to loss of productive efficiency of mining workers, and lack of concentration, confusion and coordination as a result of heat exposure affected the attentiveness and judgement of mining workers (>79%), thoughts of risk of accidents and injuries due to heat-related exhaustion reduced alertness and sense of understanding increased the fear and anxiety of mining workers (>85%), fatigue, weakness and lack of concentration due to intensive mining work in hot environment increased the need for work-rest hours for mine workers (over 91%), and mistakes/errors during work in hot weather conditions were occasioned by lack of training and information on risk of heat exposure (>76%) (Table 4). The stories of workers' perceptions and experiences during the FGDs showed that mining workers' actions and expressions of feelings and anxieties were based on work-related heat stress effects, as indicated in the following narratives:

I will add that sometimes when you are working in the sun or heat conditions; you shouldn’t rush…work slowly because sometimes when you rush and do the work, you will start sweating or become tired early and may make mistakes or injure your body (Participant, LSM workers).

I agree with you. Working under a hot environment will surely affect your behavior because you get distressed and become worried when the heat affects you. In any matter, you need the patience to resolve it, but you may not have that patience because you are feeling hot and irritated. You can even give an undeserving answer to someone that you are working with, which may not be a good behavior (Participant, SSM workers).

The difference in the behavioral and psychological effect of work-related heat stress on workers between the type of mining activity was assessed using Chi-square. There was indication of statistically significant variation across SSM and LSM workers as to whether tiredness, weakness and muscle cramps due to high temperature slowed down the pace of mining workers (p < .001), physical fatigue and excessive sweating due to heat exposure affected the attentiveness and judgement of mining workers (< .001), thoughts of risk of accidents and injuries due to heat-related exhaustion reduced alertness and sense of understanding increased the fear and anxiety of mining workers (p < .001), and fatigue, weakness and lack of concentration due to intensive mining work in hot environment increased the need for work-rest hours for mine workers (p < .001) (Table 4).

### 4.4. Productivity issues

Workers’ productive capacity, effective performance and output were affected by work-related heat stress. The quantitative findings indicated majority of workers (SSM and LSM) were of the view that tiredness, weakness and muscle cramps due to intensive mining work in hot environment reduced the productive capacity of mining workers (over 88%), lack of concentration, confusion and coordination as a result of heat exposure led to loss of productive efficiency of mining workers (over 83%), heat-related illness and injuries increased the risk of absenteeism of mining worker (>86%), absenteeism of mining workers due to heat-related illness and injuries resulted in loss of income and employment opportunities above 83%, and work-rest regimes due to excessive heat exposure increased the risk of reducing the productivity of mining workers (>82%) (Table 5). Nonetheless, the difference between SSM and LSM was statistically significant in whether tiredness, weakness and muscle cramps due to intensive mining work in hot environment reduced the productive capacity of mining workers (p < .001), lack of concentration, confusion and coordination as a result of heat exposure led to loss of productive efficiency of mining workers (p < .001), absenteeism of mining workers due to heat-related illness and injuries resulted in loss of income and employment opportunities (p < .001), and work-rest regimes due to excessive heat exposure increased the risk of reducing productivity of mining workers (p < .05) (Table 5). Like the quantitative data, the results of the FGDs with participants also indicated that mining work in hot environment resulted in exhaustion, slow work pace, and lack of concentration as well as the loss of productive capacity, low energy, and absenteeism which affects productivity and effective performance. This is apparent in the quotations from both SSM and LSM workers in the FGDs as follows:

With regard to mining work, it is hard and tiresome, so when you get tired you are not able to concentrate on anything again…when they bring the load and am tired, I cannot work effectively. Sometimes my work rate is slow, and my boss becomes annoyed or when I cannot continue to work again as I’m tired (Participant, SSM workers).

Yes, because we have targets that we set in the mines and if the work that I’m doing exposes me to the heat. Definitely, I’m a human being and not a machine; even machine when it works above the normal temperature the...
Workplace stress and frustration due to heat-related tiredness and illness in co-workers, and communities in due to workplace heat exposure increase the risk of poor interpersonal relationship with co-workers, and lack of concentration of mining workers due to work in hot environment increase the risk of drinking alcohol and energy drinks as well as substance abuse.

Fatigue and weakness of mining workers due to intensive mining work in hot environment disrupts family life due to loss of leisure time.

Erosion of income due to increased medical expense as a result of heat-related illness and injuries of mining workers increase the risk of family education, health and cohesion.

Increased medical costs due to heat-related illness and injuries affect the social health and cohesion of mining workers and their family.

Increase irritation, exhaustion, and lack of concentration of mining workers due to workplace heat exposure increase the risk of poor interpersonal relationship with co-worker, family and community.

Heat-related illness and loss of productivity due to workplace heat exposure influence the social well-being and cohesion of mining workers, their families, co-workers, and communities.

Workplace stress and frustration due to heat-related tiredness and illness influence alcoholism, smoking, substance abuse, and workplace and domestic violence.

### Table 6. Variations in social well-being effects of work-related heat stress on mining workers amongst the type of mining activity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Chi-Square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSM</td>
<td>LSM</td>
<td>SSM</td>
<td>LSM</td>
<td>SSM</td>
<td>LSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat-related illness and injuries increases the medical expenses of mining workers and their families</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiredness and excessive sweating due to intensive mining work in hot environment increase the risk of drinking alcohol and energy drinks as well as substance abuse</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue and weakness of mining workers due to intensive mining work in hot environment disrupts family life due to loss of leisure time</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosion of income due to increased medical expense as a result of heat-related illness and injuries of mining workers increase the risk of family education, health and cohesion</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased medical costs due to heat-related illness and injuries affect the social health and cohesion of mining workers and their family</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase irritation, exhaustion, and lack of concentration of mining workers due to workplace heat exposure increase the risk of poor interpersonal relationship with co-worker, family and community</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat-related illness and loss of productivity due to workplace heat exposure influence the social well-being and cohesion of mining workers, their families, co-workers, and communities</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workpace stress and frustration due to heat-related tiredness and illness influence alcoholism, smoking, substance abuse, and workplace and domestic violence</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NB: n = 320; n (SSM) = 161; n (LSM) = 159.

Source: Field survey, 2017

### 4.5. Social well-being concerns

Occupational heat stress was shown to affect workers’ social well-being. As revealed by the quantitative data, majority of workers of SSM and LSM answered positively that heat-related morbidity increased the medical expenses of mining workers and their families (>90%), tiredness and excessive sweating due to intensive work of mining in hot setting increased the risk of drinking alcohol and energy drinks as well as substance abuse (>75%), and fatigue and weakness of mining workers due to intensive mining work in hot environment disrupted family life due to loss of leisure time (above 62%) (Table 6). However, unequal proportions (SSM and LSM workers) were of the view that erosion of income due to increased medical expenses as a result of heat-related disease and injuries of mining workers increased the risk of family education and cohesion. Fewer SSM (37.9%) and much more LSM (70.4%) agreed, more LSM (44.1%) were undecided, while less SSM (18.0%) and more LSM (20.7%) disagreed to the statement. Similarly, as to whether increased medical costs due to heat-related illness and injuries affected the risk of family education and cohesion of mining workers and their family, fewer SSM (39.2%) and greater portion of LSM (78.7%) workers disagreed, more LSM (38.5%) and very few LSM (1.3%) workers were undecided, while more SSM (22.3%) and less LSM (20.1%) workers disagreed. Furthermore, based on the claim that increased irritation, exhaustion, and lack of concentration of mining workers due to workplace heat exposure increased the risk of poor interpersonal relationship with co-workers, family and community, less SSM (36.7%) and more LSM (63.6%) workers answered in support while more SSM (58.3%) and fewer LSM (28.2%) workers answered in disagreement. In addition, the assertion that heat-related illness and loss of productivity due to heat exposure in workplace influenced the social cohesion and well-being of mining workers, families and communities was supported by fewer SSM (36.1%) and much more LSM (71.7%) respondents. However, more SSM (60.8%) and few LSM (23.9%) workers did not support the statement. Last but not least, less SSM (31.7%) and more LSM (62.9%) workers claimed that workplace stress and frustration due to heat-related tiredness and illness influenced alcoholism, smoking, substance abuse and workplace and domestic violence. Nonetheless, more SSM (66.5%) and less LSM (32.8%) workers disagreed with the claim.

However, the contrast amongst SSM and LSM workers was statistically significant in heat-related morbidity increased the medical expenses of mining workers and their families ($p < .001$) by a small effect size, tiredness and excessive sweating due to intensive mining activity in hotsetting increased the risk linked to drinking alcohol and energy drinks as well as substance abuse ($p < .001$) by a small effect size, and fatigue and weakness of mining workers due to intensive mining work in hot environment disrupted family life due to loss of leisure time ($p < .001$) by a small effect size, erosion of income due to increased medical expenses as a result of heat-related morbidity of mining workers increased the risk of family education and cohesion ($p < .001$) by a small effect size. Similar statistical significant disparity was evident in increased medical costs due to heat-related illness and injuries affected the social health and cohesion of mining workers and their family ($p < .001$) by a small effect size, increased irritation, exhaustion, and lack of concentration of mining workers due to workplace heat exposure increased the risk of the poor interpersonal relationship with co-workers, family and community ($p < .001$) with a small effect size, heat-related illness and loss of productivity due to heat exposure at workplace influenced the social cohesion and well-being of mining workers, families and communities ($p < .001$) by a small effect size, and workplace stress and frustration due to heat-related tiredness and illness influenced alcoholism, smoking, substance abuse and workplace and domestic violence ($p < .001$) by a small effect size (Table 6).

The workers disclosed that their experiences of heat stress affected the rate of interaction with their family and colleagues and fruitful coexistence. An example of the social well-being concerns of heat stress as expressed by a member of the FGD of the LSM, which supports the quantitative data is as follows:

Yes, it can affect them (family and colleagues) because when I fall sick or injured at work, it will affect my duties and other workers work. When I come home and am supposed to do some work or do some rounds with my family, because of the sickness, I may not get the time or energy to do what...
am supposed to do. Even with your wife, once you have been to work for long like two weeks she may expect you to do something, and if you are not able to do it I think it will also maybe bring some quarreling or she may not be happy with you and that will also affect your social life.

Similarly, the concerns of work-related heat stress on the social well-being of mineworkers as expressed by a discussant of the SSM FGD is illustrated in the following text:

In the mining work, there is tiredness because of the hot weather. After a hard day’s job under the sun or underground when you come home you want to rest but your family may ask you to do something like your children school’s problems or their homework with these matters if you are tired you may be lazy or weak to do your responsibility... this does not bring fruitful coexistence.

5. Discussion

The study sought to understand Ghanaian mining workers’ experiences of the social impacts of occupational heat stress and to ascertain whether there was any significant variation in the social impacts of work-related heat stress on mining workers between the type of mining activity or not. The experiences of occupational heat stress impacts on mining workers included heat-related morbidity, productivity capacity loss, anxiety, slow pace of work, and inadequate social well-being. However, there was statistically significant difference in the workers’ perceptions and experiences of work-related heat stress effects on their health and safety, psychological behavior, productivity and social well-being between the type of mining activity.

As evident in multiple studies (Kjellstrom et al., 2009b; Nunfam et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2014; Venugopal et al., 2016a,b; Xiang et al., 2014a; Xiang et al., 2014b), the mixed method approach yielded key themes (e.g., health and safety concerns, psychological and behavioral effects, productivity issues, and social well-being concerns) illustrating the social impacts of work-related heat stress on mining workers. Based on the use of between-method triangulation and complementarity, the study found convergence, corroboration and complementary occurrence between the quantitative and qualitative results on health concerns of heat stress on the workers (Denzin, 1978; Greene et al., 1989). For example, although the majority of workers as substantiated by the participants’ lived experiences (e.g., heat-related disease and injuries) were worried about heat stress-induced health and safety consequences, statistically significant variation was found across the type of mining activity. Based on the conceptual association between occupational heat stress and well-being (Kjellstrom et al., 2016a, 2016b; Nunfam et al., 2019; Parsons, 2014), the findings resonate with several empirical studies which underscores the physiological well-being repercussion of heat stress on workers exposed to hot and humid workplace settings (Acharya et al., 2018; Arbury et al., 2014; Flocks et al., 2013; Nunfam et al., 2018; Tawatsupa et al., 2012; Venugopal et al., 2016a,b; Xiang et al., 2014a; Xiang et al., 2014b). Thus, workers exposed to severe environmental conditions coupled with increased metabolic rate tend to experience physiological response to heat stress exemplified in health and safety concerns (heat exhaustion, heat cramps, heat rash, heat syncope and heat stroke) (Grimmens et al., 2017; Parsons, 2014).

The corroborated and complementary findings on mining workers’ psychological and behavioral concerns of heat stress on account of merging the quantitative and qualitative results re-echo findings of similar studies (Lundgren et al., 2013; Nunfam et al., 2019a; Singh et al., 2015; Xiang et al., 2014b). For instance, as shown by the workers’ lived experiences in the FGDs and majority of workers’ views in the survey, it was found that occupational heat stress has serious implications for workers’ actions, mindset and emotional conditions when working in hot and humid workplaces. The workers psychological behavior concerns tend to be worsened by their body’s response to heat stress due to environmental conditions. However, the quantitative data revealed a statistically significant difference in psychological and behavioral concerns between SSM and LSM workers. Unlike MMR, a single method study may have exhibited inherent inadequacies in providing the breadth, length and depth of understanding the psychological and behavioral heat stress effect on mining workers (Creswell, 2015; Greene et al., 1989; Hesse-Biber, 2010).

Furthermore, heat stress effect on workers’ productivity as indicated by the quantitative results, validated and complemented the qualitative findings. For instance, the participants’ view provided insights into their experiences of productivity effect of heat stress while the survey revealed a significant difference in productivity effect of heat stress across the SSM and LSM workers, even though, the majority of workers (SSM and LSM) affirmed its consequences on productivity. The extent of holistic knowledge of how heat stress affects workers’ productivity may not have been comprehensively understood in a single methods study, as illustrated in this MMR. Similarly, several studies (Krishnamurthy et al., 2017; Lao et al., 2016; Sahu et al., 2013; Venugopal et al., 2016a,b) have confirmed that work-related heat stress effects on workers’ efficiency as this study highlights include reduced productive capacity, ineffective performance, decreased output, low energy, slow work pace, absenteeism and lack of concentration on account of heat-related illness and injuries.

Aside from impacting workers’ health, psychological behavior and productivity, the physiological reaction to heat stress due to exposure to high temperature and humidity leads to social well-being consequences (Nunfam et al., 2018). Thus, on account of incorporating the qualitative and quantitative findings, the study showed that the discussants’ perceived and actual experiences of work-based heat stress consequences on workers’ social well-being were confirmed and complemented by most SSM and LSM workers’ views in the survey. Nonetheless, a statistically significant discrepancy was found in the social well-being effects of heat stress between the type of mining activity as illustrated by the quantitative analysis. Thus, the use of MMR other than single method research yielded an enhanced understanding of work-related heat stress effect on the SSM and LSM workers’ social well-being (Creswell, 2015; Greene et al., 1989). Considerably, the findings were consistent with various studies in which the consequences of occupational heat stress on workers’ social well-being were associated with inadequate time for household tasks and family collapse due to heat-related fatigue, domestic violence and relational conflicts. Social well-being concerns of heat stress were also related to family income reduction, production losses and loss of job opportunities caused by heat-related illness, absenteeism, fatigue, and inadequate productive capacity (Nunfam et al., 2018; Venugopal et al., 2016a,b).

The insight into workers concerns (effects of health and safety, psychological behavior, productivity and social well-being) driven by work-related heat stress tends to inform supervisors and stakeholders on which adaptation strategies were important for policymaking and heat stress risk prevention and mitigation communication (Nunfam et al., 2019c). Therefore, it is significant to incorporate the safety, psychological behavior, productivity, health, and social well-being concerns of work-related heat stress of the workers into workplace and national health and safety strategies. The implementation of these policies creates the desired conducive work environments to reduce workers’ susceptibility and enhance their resilience and adaptive capacity to heat stress-based safety and health consequences (Nunfam et al., 2019c). Based on rising temperature and global climate change, it also enriches the capability of national institutions working on climate-related health and safety issues in low-and middle-income countries to avert further burdens of health (Ebi & Otman Del Barrio, 2017).

5.1 Implication and contribution to MMR and society

The study empirically demonstrates the feasibility of adopting contemporary characteristics of MMR including methodological eclecticism, paradigm heterogeneity, diverse research designs, analytical techniques and integration approach in assessing the social impacts of
work-related heat stress on mineworkers in Ghana (Teddle and Tashakkori, 2012). The use of a variety of methodologies that straddle between quantitative and qualitative research strategies presented the prospect to thoroughly investigate and obtain an in-depth understanding of the social impacts of occupational heat on mining workers (Tashakkori and Teddle, 2011; Teddle and Tashakkori, 2012). It also helped to overcome the inadequacies inherently associated with a single methodological (quantitative or qualitative) research approach (Creswell, 2015). Thus, despite the concerns that eclectic blend of methodologies is unworkable, this study supports the rejection of the inappropriateness and incompatibility proposition of combining qualitative and quantitative techniques in a single or series of studies (Denzin, 2008; Yanchar and Williams, 2006).

Furthermore, the study contributes to MMR by combining two philosophical paradigms (e.g., post-positivism and phenomenological research) to illustrate the practicality of paradigm heterogeneity which is typically associated with MMR (Teddle and Tashakkori, 2012). Hence, this study used multiple paradigms to assess and accentuate the qualitative (e.g., depth of lived experiences and perceptions) and quantitative (e.g., breadth and differences) results on social impacts of work-related heat stress on mineworkers which may not have been revealed by a single paradigm approach.

Also, going by the tenets of convergent mixed methods, this study illustrated the appropriateness of employing multiple data collection methods (e.g., survey questionnaires and FGD guide) and integrated through mixing the confirmatory findings of the qualitative and quantitative data. The merging process provided the opportunity to compare and illustrate convergent, corroborative and complementary aspects of the study between the quantitative statistical results and qualitative excerpts from the FGDs.

Similarly, this study demonstrated the possibility of applying multiple methods as evident in the high degree of data integration and congruence between the qualitative and quantitative findings (Fetters et al., 2013). The observed concordance in the workers’ safety and health concerns, psychological and behavioral effects, productivity issues, and concerns of social well-being that emerged from the qualitative and quantitative data mirror a high credibility level in the convergent MMR design and philosophy. Also, the congruence and adequate sense of complementarity in the quantitative and qualitative results enhanced and provided confidence in the research findings and conclusions (Hesse-Biber, 2010; Luyt, 2012).

Finally, this study has provided critical empirical research data on the practicality of mixed methods and contributes to extant knowledge on effects of work-related heat stress on workers’ health and safety, productivity, behavior and psychosocial well-being. It also provides reliable data for appropriate stakeholders in the mining industry and society such as mining operators, employees, occupational health and safety officers and occupational hygienists as well as researchers and students interested in mixed methods research approach, workplace heat stress impacts and adaptation. It further fills the gap in heat exposure literature on the use of mixed methods to enhance our understanding of the social impacts of heat stress on mining workers, which could inform policy planning and implementation of programs to promote adaptation strategies.

5.2. Limitations of the study

Despite the significant contributions of the study as evident in the workers’ perceptions and experiences of social impacts of work-related heat stress as well as the differences in work-related heat stress effects of health and safety, behavior, productivity and psychosocial well-being between the type of mining activity, it is also characterized by limitations. Accordingly, the study depended on respondents’ perceptions and experiences of social impacts of occupational heat stress; but this could be associated with the likelihood of reminiscence bias. Also, the study respondents were recruited from mining operations situated in only one (i.e., Western Region) out of 16 regions in Ghana. Furthermore, the survey excluded susceptible workers (e.g., children) and those below permissible working age (under 18 years), workers without the ability to speak, read and write the English language, and not engaged in licensed gold mining. The relatively limited size and scope of respondents to only mining workers raises apprehensions of generalizability and representativeness of the results to similar cohort of workers exposed to the dangers and impact workplace heat exposure. Thus, it is imperative to remain cautious and not cavalier in the overall interpretation and generalization of the results of this study unless there are similar or cross-cultural studies among other cohorts of workers. Lastly, the study lacks substantial depth and scope to address workplace heat stress prevention and mitigation measures as to unearth solid evidence inform adequate adaptation policy options in the mining industry.

6. Conclusions and implications for policy decisions

The use of MMR characterized by methodological eclecticism, paradigm heterogeneity, and multiple research designs and methods including data gathering, analysis and amalgamation are feasible in occupational heat exposure studies. Multiple data gathering, analysis and combination possess the potential of enhancing our understanding of a complex phenomenon of the social impacts of work-related heat stress on mining workers, notwithstanding the growing use of mixed methods and integration challenges of results in MMR in Africa. Based on the evidence of integration of qualitative and quantitative strategies and data by merging, this study contributes to knowledge by affirming the practical application of between-method triangulation, convergence, corroboration, complementarity and weaving in MMR. It also adds value to gain a comprehensive knowledge and understanding of the social impacts of work-related heat stress on mineworkers as compared to the outcome of using a single method study. The high degree of corroboration and complementarity on account of merging the quantitative and qualitative findings resulted in key themes such as health and safety concerns, psychological and behavioral effects, productivity issues and social well-being concerns as social impacts of work-related heat stress on mining workers. The observed social impacts of work-related heat stress and the associated significant difference among the type of mining activity have the potential to inform national and workplace policy agenda on occupational heat stress information, communication and education, workplace health and safety awareness campaign in the mining industry. A concerted effort including employers, employees, and other stakeholders in any occupational heat stress management and adaptation policy decisions related to planning, formulation and implementation has the potential of reducing susceptibility to heat stress and boost the resilience and adaptive capacity of workers.
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